Program Guidelines

MLIS Core Course Requirements (9 Credits)

LS500: Information and Media
LS501: Information in Communities
LS513: Professional Paths

MLIS Archival Studies Concentration Requirements (12 Credits)

LS555: Introduction to Archival Studies
LS556: Intellectual Foundations of Archival Theory and Practice
LS557: Archival Appraisal
LS558: Archival Representation, Access, and Use

MLIS AV Archiving Emphasis Electives (15 Credits)

LS590: Digital Curation
LS590: Introduction to Audiovisual Archiving
LS570: EBSCO Internship
LS570: EBSCO Internship
Elective – Choose one from the list below:
  LS 562: Digital Libraries
  LS 564: Programming for Digital Libraries
  LS 566: Metadata & Semantic Web Fundamentals
  LS 590: Digital Humanities